
Letters to the Editor

The concentration of prorenin quantified in
the ovarian cysts was, however, comparable
with the range of values reported for normal
plasma (10-40 ng AI ml-' h-').23
These data show the presence of prorenin

in some ovarian cysts. The concentration of
prorenin, however, was not sufficiently high
to consider fluid from these cysts as a useful
source of the zymogen for further study.
Future work is important to define the role of
the ovarian renin-angiotensin system in
human reproduction.
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BOOK
REVIEWS

Animal Cell Culture. Ed JW Pollard,
JM Walker. Methods in Molecular Biology.
Vol. 5. (Pp 713; £69.50). The Human Press
Inc. 1989. ISBN 0-89603-150-0.

This volume is the latest in the very useful
Methods in Molecular Biology Series. The
editors have assembled contributions from 78
expert authors in 55 chapters covering the
whole spectrum from basic culture tech-
niques for mesenchymal, neuronal, epithelial,
and haemopietic cells through to detailed
methods for cytogenetics, gene transfer, and
in situ hybridisation. There are 10 chapters
covering the production and characterisation
of hybridomas and monoclonal antibodies.
There are high quality line drawings and
monochrome photographs throughout and
the chapters are, in general, well referenced.

A particular feature of the series is the average interest and this was shown clearly by
inclusion of a Notes section at the end of the book being temporarily appropriated by
chapters, where one finds expert tips that can my wife (who is also a histopathologist) so
enable one to apply these techniques even as a that she could read several chapters.
novice. Although there are some omissions, I found the best chapters were those on
such as the freezing of cells other than cutaneous histiocytoses in children, Hodg-
hybridomas, I would recommend this book to kin's disease, chromogramin A and B in
all those considering using tissue culture in neuroendocrine tissues, thymic tumours,
their work. campylobacter in gastroduodenal disease,

PA HALL mucosal prolapse syndrome, and the surgical
pathology of the anal canal, but that probably
reflects my range of interests. Other topics
covered were extrinsic allergic alveolitis, pul-
monary vascular neoplasms (I hadn't realised
there were so many possibilities), telangiec-

Immunosuppression and Human tatic osteosarcoma of bone, sarcomatoid car-
Malignancy. D Naor, B Klein, N Tarcic, cinomas of the breast and micropapillary
J Duke-Cohan. (Pp 271; $69.50.) The hyperplasia ofthe breast. Chapter 1 discussed
Humana Press Inc. 1989. ISBN 0-89603- the importance ofright and left handedness in
149-7. pathologists and its association with happi-

ness and other factors. The author admits it is
This book contains four large chapters deal- a relatively unscientific enquiry but neverthe-
ing with induction of suppressor cells by less it is thought provoking.
immunostimulants, control of natural killer Overall, a worthwhile book which I would
cells by suppressor cells, suppressor cells in recommend to practising surgical pathol-
human malignancies, and finally suppressor ogists to borrow or buy. I should say,
cells and malignancy in experimental animal however, that it falls a little short of the
models. It is a very curious book. The authors consistently high standards achieved by
go into great depth in the description of Recent Advances in Histopathology edited by
experiments designed to elucidate aspects of Anthony and MacSween.
suppression. All of the conflicting data from DR TURNER
different studies and different models,
however, served to confuse this reviewer
rather than enlighten him. Some attempt is
made to summarise the results with large
tables at the end of certain chapters, but these
are lists and are not particularly useful. The
central question stated at the beginning ofthe
book, of whether suppressor cells permit
malignancy or are a result of it, remains Fine Needle Aspiration Cytology:
unanswered, and since the question of sup- Lymph Node Thyroid & Salivary
pressor cells is rather contentious these days, GymphPS Fe

yroid ySalivary
it really is rather hard to make sense of the Gland PS Feldman, JL Covell, TF Kardos.
central theme of the book. There is a lot of (Pp 9278 -1.discussion of suppressor macrophages but no
mention anywhere of tumor necrosis factor a. This is a highly illustrated book written by
The book would have been topical in the early thre Aeia autrs book their
80s but now it seems slightly anachronistic, three American authors who perform their
dealing as it does with cellular rather than own fine needle aspirations; it could have
molecular immunology. Virtually all of the been subtitled "A manual of head and neck
experiments described are rather old, as is the cytopathology". It iS divided into five
literature cited. Towards the end of the book chapters. The first provides a practical guide
is a section on the T cell receptor with to the technique of performing a fine needle
references up to 1987, but this appears to have aspiration (FNA), as well as preparing smears
been added on at the end in an attempt to and staining them. There are useful guide-
make the book more topical. It is very poorly lines on the general interpretation of FNA
illustrated, containing only three figures, the material and the reporting of results. Three
first of which appears on page 50. Clearly a separate chapters follow on lymph node,
great deal of work has gone into the book and thyroid, and salivary gland cytopathology. A
it contains 860 references, but more attention final general chapter discusses branchial cleft
to presentation and less to documentation cysts, lymphangioma, carotid body tumour,
would have helped. It is unlikely to be of use and neuroblastoma.
to the general pathologist, clinician, or Apart from the use of a North American
immunologist but might be of interest to classification scheme for the non-Hodgkin's
afficianodos of tumour immunology. lymphomas, I cannot fault this book. Each

TT MACDONALD chapter contains a body of text in which the
organ system concerned is discussed.
Problems of interpretation and differential
diagnosis as they pertain to FNA material are
presented clearly and succinctly, including
some useful tables. The text is followed by

Progress in Surgical Pathology. Vol X. illustrated case reports which show in both
Ed CM Fenoglio-Preiser, M Wolff, F Rilke. colour and in black and white, the cytological,
(Pp 265; DM 164.00.) Springer. 1989. ISBN histological, clinical, and occasionally,
3-540-51360-4. radiological appearances of the pathology

under discussion. Some electron micrographs
This book consists of a series of review are also provided.
chapters written by specialists from several The book is generally well balanced, the
European countries and centres in the USA illustrations are of adequate quality, and
on different topics relating to surgical path- several up to date reference lists are provided.
ology. The text is generally easy to read and I think it should appeal to a general audience,
well illustrated. Most articles are above and I would recommend it to pathologists,
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